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The past due A-list celebrity make-up artist recounts his painful childhood, early career with
Vogue magazine, and behind-the-scenes perspectives on the fashion industry, offering tips on
how he created a few of his most popular appears. 50,000 first printing. Reprint.
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Beautifully written book Beautifully written book! the insights and comments created by his
sister and additional celebrities are truly heartfelt and touching. Recommend the publication
whether you are a old MUA or simply starting around and playing with makeup. Great reserve ,
KEVYN RIP ,sadly missed. The Book My favorite book Fantastic I miss this genius Fantastic I
miss this man Four Stars A great publication for my granddaughter who wants to go into a career
as a Make-up artist... I have been a long time enthusiast of Kevyn Aucoin... Five Stars A great
book for the constitute artist Three Stars great content, reserve was in rough shape and funny
man retains your hand and explains to be . Five Stars It had been interesting and many thanks. It
is definitely interesting to learn about his background and how it influenced his art. Great
photo,he exactly like me in boston got attacked,he force to take a long break from college,he
need to tried very hard to master the art of make up,preparation meets an oppertunity no such as
luck ! Great book with splashy photos. A fitting tribute to skilled makeup artiste Kevyn Aucoin. I
love any book about Kevyn Aucoin and the magic he created through make-up. It really is still
very sad if you ask me how Kevyn's family members shunned his spouse after his passing. Five
Stars Got these for my sister, she loves them Kevyn was one of the greatest makeup performers
in the world which book affectionately ... This publication will make your appearance flawless
and better your heart while building self-confidence. Kevyn Aucoin was a get better at of
makeup.. The just disappointment is usually that his spouse was obviously excluded from the
publication, despite the fact that personal sections were written by his other partners, family, and
friends. A miracle worker, artist, and funny man keeps your hand and teaches you to be beautiful.
Kevyn was one of the greatest makeup performers in the world and this book affectionately talks
about his life and abilities. The just disappointment is that his husband was obviously excluded
from the . I browse the entire publication on the day that I received it, as I wasn't in a position to
put it down! Great book, both biographical and helpful with make-up tips, too.
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